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BACKGROUND MUSIC
PIANIST                                                           from £350+VAT

We have a number of talented and versatile pianists who can 
play a vast range of music ranging from classical and jazz to 
pop and showtunes.

SINGER-GUITARIST                                                £325+VAT

A contemporary and versatile background music option 
covering pop from the 50s to the present day. 

HARPIST                                                                           £450+VAT

Our harpists are elegant and sophisticated, classically trained 
artists who perform a mixture of light classical, jazz and 
contemporary repertoire.

STRING QUARTET                                                  £700+VAT

A sleek ensemble made up of classically trained musicians 
from some of the UK’s top music colleges. They can perform  
a varied repertoire made up of light classical, pop, jazz and 
musical theatre. 

JAZZ TRIO (INSTRUMENTAL)            £750+VAT

Available in a number of different lineups, our jazz trios are 
made up of talented and presentable musicians and can 
perform jazz, latin jazz and even some festive songs. 

JAZZ TRIO (WITH VOCALS)            £795+VAT

A well presented vocal-led trio performing a mixture of jazz, 
soul, swing, Christmas songs and everything in between.

WANDERING HANDS                                          FROM £995+VAT

A cool, cheeky acoustic trio featuring guitar, vocals, saxophone 
and three part harmonies who stroll around an event 
performing playful covers for small groups of guests at a time. 

RAP AROUND                                                     £1450+VAT

A roaming trio who perform an eclectic blend of pop on guitar and 
vocals with a unique rap twist. Expect soulful melodies and soaring 
harmonies punctuated with their trademark hip-hop rhymes.

ORGANIC JAM                                                          £750+VAT

Innovative and contemporary background music concept 
where a DJ plays chill out music and a musician such as a 
saxophonist, percussionist or violinist improvises over the top. 

MUSIC FOR DANCING
DJ  FROM £395+VAT

Our DJs are professional, experienced and come with high 
quality sound equipment and basic lighting. 

4 PIECE FUNCTION BAND                                 FROM £1100+VAT 

5 PIECE FUNCTION BAND                                  FROM £1350+VAT

Our party bands are able to perform a mix of pop, soul and 

Motown from the 50s to the present day. 

STROLLING ACTS
MAGICIAN             FROM £425+VAT

Magicians are excellent ice breakers. Prepare to be amazed as 
they perform incredible feats of sleight-of-hand. 

DIGITAL MAGICIAN                                                  £795+VAT

Combining technology and magic, our talented magician performs 
a selection of unique digital tricks using a tablet or iPad.  

CARICATURIST                                                                £425+VAT

Caricaturists capture your guests in cartoon form, leaving 
them with a fun and lasting memento of your event. 

DIGITAL CARICATURIST         £600+VAT

Our artists draw guests on a tablet before emailing the finished 
portrait for use on social media. 

INTERACTIVE
CASINO TABLES                                      £395+VAT FOR 1/£650+VAT FOR 2

Place your bets with “fun money” as our croupiers work their 
magic with various casino games including poker, roulette, 
blackjack or craps.

PHOTOBOOTH HIRE                                        FROM £595+VAT

We have a variety of photobooths to suit a range of budgets 
and event themes. All our booths take high quality digital 
photos that can be shared online or printed.

GIANT SCALEXTRIC HIRE                                            £795+VAT

Scalextric is the classic big kids’ toy. Our giant Brands Hatch 
style 6-lane version comes complete with start lights, Grand 
Prix music and an electronic lap counter.

CIRCUS
HULA HOOPER                                                  FROM £395+VAT

Exhibiting extreme flexibility and grace, our hoop performers 
can do a short dynamic show to music utilising multiple hoops, 
or more of a freestyle ambient performance. 

STILT WALKERS                                                        FROM £350+VAT

With hundreds of different, high-quality costume options available 
our stiltwalkers are the ideal meet-and-greet act.

FREESTANDING AERIAL HOOP                                  £795+VAT

A great option for venues where rigging isn’t possible, our 
freestanding hoop rotates as our skilled aerialist performs elegant 
balletic choreography and acrobatics ambiently or in time to music. 

STAGE ACTS
EMBER                                                                     £2750+VAT

All male string trio who perform their own arrangements of 
current chart hits by artists including Adele, Blur and Sia. 

FROBACKS     £2250+VAT

Hugely entertaining comedy dance act that competed in BBC 
One's "The Greatest Dancer".

JACK PACK                £3000+VAT

Four charismatic and stylish swing/pop vocalists that evoke the 
golden years of Hollywood with a quintessentially British twist. 

VELMA CELLI                                                         £2000+VAT

An international, award-winning cabaret star whose show is 
a fun-filled mix of show tunes, jazz, comedy and sing-a-longs. 

BEATVOX                                                       £3000+VAT

A 5-piece a cappella/beatbox ensemble who perform an 
impressive repertoire of pop through the ages using no 
backing tracks, effects, loop pedals or instruments.  
CLOSE HARMONY TRIO                                  FROM £995+VAT

Stylish, vintage a cappella trio performing a mixture of classic 
jazz and swing numbers from the 30s to the 50s as well as 
swing versions of contemporary numbers. 
COMEDIANS AND SPEAKERS                                     £POA
High profile comics and speakers can be booked for award-
ceremonies, after-dinner spots and more. 

PRICES ARE CORRECT FOR EVENTS TAKING PLACE IN 2020 EXCEPT 
FOR CHRISTMAS EVE, CHRISTMAS DAY AND NEW YEAR’S EVE. 

PRICES ONLY APPLY FOR EVENTS TAKING PLACE OUTSIDE THE M25. 
FOR EVENTS IN LONDON/THE HOME COUNTIES, PLEASE CONTACT 
OUR SISTER COMPANY WWW.STERNBERGCLARKE.CO.UK

SOME OF THE ACTS FEATURED MAY BE SUBJECT TO EXTRA 
PRODUCTION AND TRAVEL COSTS, PLEASE GET IN TOUCH FOR 
MORE INFORMATION.

http://www.sternbergclarke.co.uk


ABOUT US
Trevor George Entertainment is unique 
in being an entertainment agency with 
regional offices across the UK. This means 
we’re able to service clients all over the 
country, providing the best entertainment 
at the best prices.

With on-the-ground knowledge of the local 
area, we can call upon our vast network of 
contacts, as well as our inside knowledge 
of venues, to deliver just what you need for 
your event.

So whether you’re looking for a harpist in 
Harpenden, an acrobat in Accrington or 
an illusionist in Illfracombe, we’ve got it 
covered. 

Please note that this pricelist contains just 
a small sample of the entertainment we 
can offer. For more ideas for your event, 
please visit our website or contact us on 
the numbers below. 
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